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Act out cute stories while you fold origami projects with this unique and easy origami kit.The joy in

folding origami is often found in the deceptively simple magic of transforming a single piece of paper

into a recognizable object. All too often, the steps it takes to transform paper into origami designs

can be frustrating.Story-gami Kit is an innovative new paper craft kit from world renowned origami

artists, Michael G. LaFosse and Richard L. Alexander who have created entire storylines around

characters Righty and Lefty and their adventures climbing mountains, going on boat rides, and

hanging out with bunnies. Each story's end results in a finished piece of origami, like an elegant

butterfly, a jumping frog or a flapping bird and allowing anyone to discover the magic in creating

something beautiful out of a simple piece of paper. Through the mnemonic of storytelling, LaFosse

and Alexander make origami paper folding easy for those with any level of skill and a whole lot of

fun. The unique method of storytelling makes this a great origam-for-kids kit and an excellent way to

learn orgami. This origami kit includes: Full color, 80-page origami book Clear step-by-step

instruction and diagrams18 fun origami projectsA 90 minute instructional DVD80 sheets of durable

origami folding papers A variety of different colorsStory-gami Kit is unlike any other origami kit.

Children will love acting out the stories in the book as the fold their new origami creations!Origami

projects include: Penguin Tulip Plant With Blossom Tabletop Racing Duck Fortune Cookie Box Kanji

The Dog And many moreâ€¦
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"Storygami comes in a lovely box that turns into awesome storage for papers and booklet.

Moreover, the presence of a video and story immediately brings down anxiety as if it wasn't all

about the beauty and precise folds because that is why kids shy away from origami." â€”Toys Are

Tools blog"I have always been fascinated by the art of Origami. I am also not that great at it...until

now. I am still not an expert, but with Story-gami, I was able to share this fun and exciting art form

with my daughter. Story-gami is a fantastic way to not only learn the art, but tell a story." â€”Product

Mommy blog

Story-gami is the art of teaching origami using clever and amusing stories to accompany the folding

sequences. Story-gami is both instructional and entertaining, and for all ages.Â  Anyone wishing to

teach origami in the classroom is encouraged to get this kit. Once students are introduced to

Story-gami, they want to write their own!This collection contains the best and most requested of my

original story-gami performances.Â  Every element of the story is linked to a folding step, making

the learning of origami models fun and memorizing a snap.Â  The kit is a great value. It comes in a

handsome, sturdy box; and it includes a nice assortment of folding paper. It makes an impressive

gift.I have been writing and performing "Story-gami" programs in hundreds of schools, libraries, and

museums, for over thirty years. I am often asked: "Is there a book with your wonderful origami

stories?" Thanks to Tuttle Publishing, now there is. I am very grateful, and they did a wonderful job

on this kit. A video DVD is included, which fully demonstrates the folding method for each and every

project while telling the accompanying story. The booklet includes clear diagrams and the full text of

each story.

I love this kit: in a big box, you have a 80 pages booklet, a 90 minutes DVD and sheets.You have

traditional designs like: penguin, sailboat, tabletop racing duck, baloon, bunny rabbit.Or designs

from traditional design elements or variation: tulip plant with blossom, fortune cookies box.But also

designs by Florence Temko (heart); Michael G. LaFosse (owl bookmark, bookmark/stacked over

logan, Freddie the jumping astrofrog, art deco wing, fox mask, scary skull); Samuel

Randlett(Randlett's flapping bird); Akira Yoshizawa (Yoshizawa's swallowtail butterfly); Richard L.

Alexander (fiesta box, Kanji the dog).One with a rhytming story-gami by Richard L. Alexander: art

deco wing.Many of the story-gamis are written by Michael G. LaFosse.Tabletop racing duck, ballon,

bunny rabbit, Yoshizawa's swallowtail butterfly, scary skull and owl bookmarkare written also by

Richard L. Alexander.Freddie the jumping astrofrog, fiesta box, Kanji the dog and fox mask are

written only by Richard L. Alexander.I love the stories.The sheets aren't true squares and if you



want to use them with another designs, it will be difficult becausethe sheets aren't enought thin.

I am an art teacher and I love this DVD to teach children origami! Students use it independently or I

use it for a substitute plan that the kids love when I am out of the classroom. However, now that I

have switched schools, I only have access to Mac computers without DVD ports! So I would love it if

there was a downloadable version so I could continue to use this wonderful teaching tool!

Wonderful storytelling and paper folding activity with my grandchildren. What a helpful video too.

Wonderful just what I expected and received.

My 7 year old LOVES this kit! Very easy for him to follow along. Some of the other origami books

lost his interest because the instructions weren't age appropriate for children. This DVD, book &

entire kit are adorable!

I think this the best thing ever and it's totally the cutest thing ever and I love it and I think everyone

should have one of there own origami books like this one.

Love this idea! I"v already read most of the stories and cannot wait to start sharing with children. I

ordered the Kindle version but I couldn't figure out how to download the video. So I bought a hard

copy .

very cool and fun
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Need is in This Box!: Kit Includes Origami Book, 19 Projects, 62 Origami Papers & DVD Amazing

Origami Kit: Traditional Japanese Folding Papers and Projects [144 Origami Papers with Book, 17

Projects] Classic Origami Kit: [Kit with Origami How-to Book, 98 Papers, 45 Projects] This Easy

Origami for Beginners Kit is Great for Both Kids and Adults Money Origami Kit: Make the Most of

Your Dollar: Origami Book with 60 Origami Paper Dollars, 21 Projects and Instructional DVD Krazy

Karakuri Origami Kit: Japanese Paper Toys that Walk, Jump, Spin, Tumble and Amaze!: Kit with

Origami Book, 40 Origami Papers & 24 Projects Origami Paper - Traditional Japanese Designs -

Large 8 1/4": Tuttle Origami Paper: 48 High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed with 12 Different

Patterns: ... for 6 Projects Included (Origami Paper Packs) Origami Paper - Bright Colors - 6" - 49

Sheets: Tuttle Origami Paper: High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed with 6 Different Colors:

Instructions for Origami Projects Included Origami Ikebana: Create Lifelike Paper Flower

Arrangements: Includes Origami Book with 38 Projects and Instructional DVD My First Origami Kit:

[Origami Kit with Book, 60 Papers, 150 Stickers, 20 Projects] Origami Paper - Kimono Patterns -

Large 8 1/4" - 48 Sheets: Tuttle Origami Paper: High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed with 8 Different

Designs: Instructions for 6 Projects Included Origami Paper - 500 sheets Kaleidoscope Patterns- 6"

(15 cm): Tuttle Origami Paper: High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed with 12 Different Designs:

Instructions for 8 Projects Included Origami Paper - Floral Designs - 6" - 60 Sheets: Tuttle Origami

Paper: High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed with 9 Different Patterns: Instructions for 6 Projects

Included Origami Paper 200 sheets Rainbow Colors 6" (15 cm): Tuttle Origami Paper: High-Quality

Origami Sheets Printed with 12 Different Colors: Instructions for 8 Projects Included Origami Paper

200 sheets Nature Patterns 6" (15 cm): Tuttle Origami Paper: High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed

with 12 Different Designs: Instructions for 8 Projects Included Origami Paper- Cherry Blossom

Prints- Small 6 3/4" 48 sheets: Tuttle Origami Paper: High-Quality Origami Sheets Printed with 8

Different Patterns: Instructions for 5 Projects Included 
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